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Training the strengths in the German schools in Denmark
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24 strengths and how to work with them

- Realising our strengths and how to work with them

anketaestensen@hotmail.com
The aim is to have children/pupils who feel well at school, because they take care of each other and respect each other.
Training for trainers

- To reach this aim first all
  - headmasters
  - teachers/pedagogical staff
  - pupils

have been through courses about positive psychology and training of their own strengths
VIA – TEST

- www.hellefisker.dk

Find dine styrker - også dem du ikke troede du havde.

Ta VIA testen her
Pupils finding their 5 characteristic strengths followed by parent-teacher interviews
Self-confident children

- The parents spot their child’s strengths and the teachers can compare and have a good dialogue about how parents can help their children to be self-confident on their way into future life.

- The cooperation between teachers, parents and pupils is the key element.
Any Questions?